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Abstract
The growing demand for individualized products is becoming more and more significant and leads to a reduction in batch sizes.
In particular, the production of multi-material components for lightweight design presents new challenges to the manufacturing
process. This is evident when it comes to the production of individual parts, as today’s processes are characterized by high tool
costs and manual operations. The described challenge can be overcome by a robot-based manufacturing cell allowing the use of a
novel, modular process chain in which metal parts are mechanically pre-treated, subsequently completed by additive plastic
application, and afterwards finalized in a machining step to achieve the required surface qualities and geometries. In order to
realize the novel process chain, robot-based solutions for free-form metal sheet processing, increased interlayer bonding strength
of plastic, and multi-material machining with integrated chip extraction have to be found. Therefore, this paper presents the first
approach of a robot-guided surface structuring end-effector and a concept for a direct extraction hood, which is able to be adapted
specifically to the movement of the robot and the part surface, so free-form surfaces can be machined. Based on this, first
experimental studies for increasing the interlayer bonding strength of plastic were carried out using an extruder set up to applicate
thermoplastics onto metal at high deposition rates. To define the positioning accuracy for a robot-guided structuring process,
different point to point movements have been investigated.
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1 Introduction

The increasing demand for individualized products is becom-
ing more and more important, resulting in a reduction of batch
sizes to be manufactured. Especially in the production of
multi-material components for the lightweight design, new
challenges arise for the manufacturing process. This is partic-
ularly evident in the production of individual parts as current
processes are characterized by high tool costs and manual
work.

For this purpose, a robot-basedmanufacturing cell has been
set up in which multi-material components can be
manufactured by using pre-produced metal parts (e.g., CNC-
machined parts). The metal parts are mechanically pre-treated

by a surface structuring process and additively completed with
plastic using an extruder. Afterwards, a machining finalization
step is performed to achieve the required surface quality for
the applied plastic and the pre-produced metal components. In
comparison to existing production systems, the modularity of
the robot-based manufacturing cell allows a flexible
manufacturing of multi-material components in one machine
setup. The first approach of that process chain for manufactur-
ing multi-material parts based on metal and plastic was al-
ready presented in [1]. Thereby, a structuring process of pre-
produced metal surfaces was combined with a subsequent
extruder-based plastic application. To achieve an adequate
surface finish, a milling process was performed at the end. It
was also shown that by creating interlocking structures on the
metal surface, the joint strength between metal and plastic was
significantly increased.

This new manufacturing approach leads to a process with
great product and volume flexibility and high scalability.
However, a new robot-guided end-effector for freeform sur-
face structuring and an in-process chip extraction for the
multi-material milling process have to be developed.
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Therefore, this paper presents the first approach of such a
surface structuring end-effector and a concept for a direct ex-
traction hood, which is able to adapt specifically to the move-
ment of the machining spindle and the workpiece surface.
Furthermore, first results of the implementation of the process
chain addressing two of the main challenges will be presented.
On the one hand, experimental results for increasing the inter-
layer bonding strength of the extruder-based applied plastic
will be shown; and on the other hand, motion studies for a
future application of the robot-based end-effector for surface
structuring are carried out.

2 Challenges in robot-based manufacturing
of metal-plastic components

A combined modular process chain for manufacturing metal-
plastic components is associated with several challenges that
need to be addressed. Main challenges to the manufacturing
process are shown in Fig. 1.

In particular, the connection between the metal and the
plastic part is crucial to the overall component strength. The
results from previous experiments [1, 2] show that the
interlocking structures are a promising approach to combine
metal sheets and plastic components. However, by inserting
interlocking structures in the metal surface, it is necessary to
ensure a full contact with the applied plastic. In section 2.1,
other technologies for increased bonding strength between
metal and plastic will be described. To realize a freeform
robot-based structuring process, a lightweight tool has to be
developed. The tool should be based on well-known solutions
of robot-based metal sheet processing. For this reason, current
research and technologies are presented in section 2.2.

The interlayer bonding strength between plastic and plastic
is responsible for the specific component strength since a fail-
ure should always occur cohesively between the layers and
not adhesively in a multi-material component. Hence, new
approaches of increasing the interlayer strength for an
extruder-based plastic application with high deposition rates
need to be investigated. A first approach was presented in [1].

The variation of the printing temperature between 190 and
220 °C increases the bonding strength up to 40 MPa in z-
direction (TOYOLAC® 100 X01, maximum tensile strength
for injection molded parts is 44 MPa). In this paper, different
approaches for improving the interlayer strength bymodifying
the layer surface to generate interlocking effects after the print-
ing process are presented and analyzed in section 4.1.

Another challenge is the milling process itself. For different
materials with various densities, specific cutting speeds and
depths are needed. Furthermore, specific parameters for a
robot-guided milling process need to be analyzed. At the
end, the chips and dust of the milling process have to be
removed to achieve a fully automated process chain. To give
an overview about current solutions, section 2.3 presents se-
lected technologies and research in effective chip collection
and dust extraction.

2.1 Bonding technologies for metal-plastic
components

In Fig. 2 ,a schematic illustration of typical bonding technol-
ogies for metal-plastic composites is shown. As presented in
[1], the bonding strengths of the interlocking structures de-
scribed in [2] show promising results with loads up to
1681.3 ± 593.8 N depending on the depth of the structure.
Interlocking structures like Grip MetalTM do not achieve
these high loads due to the thinner and highly consolidated
roots of the structures, which result from the chipping process
[3]. Other technologies, like the “IGEL technology” [4] or
laser structuring [5], have major disadvantages like introduc-
ing heat into the surface of the part which results in thermal
tensile stresses weakening the connection between metal and
plastic. Furthermore, the application rate of these processes is
low and they are currently only performed on even surfaces.
Besides the different macro- and microscopic structures, ad-
hesion promoters are used to bond plastic and metal.
However, this bonding technology requires an additional pro-
cess step. As can be seen from the literature, only interlocking
structures are well suited for the production of metal-plastic
components. To apply the interlocking structures on freeform
surfaces of metal sheets, a flexible tool for a robot-based gen-
eration of such structures has to be investigated.

2.2 Robot-based metal sheet processing

In order to achieve efficient solutions for individualized struc-
tural products, robot-based (incremental) manufacturing of
metal sheets is widely investigated. Thereby, single-point in-
cremental forming (SPIF) and two-point incremental forming
(TPIF) are the most frequently used methods for forming thin
metal sheets. In both processes, a longitudinal path of linear
motion along a specific outline is followed and after each turn,
the vertical infeed and the outline geometry are adjusted.
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Fig. 1 Challenges in manufacturing multi-material components based on
metal and plastic in a robot-based manufacturing cell
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While the Amino company of Japan [6] has developed a spe-
cial machine for incremental forming, most of the other pub-
lished research from Bahloul [7], Jeswiet [8], Duflou [9],
Micari [10], and Yang [11] using conventional CNC machine
tools with specially designed non-cutting tools and appropri-
ate workpiece mounting. In addition, research on robot-
assisted incremental forming is being conducted, for which
one [12] or two [13] industrial robots are used. Thereby, in-
dustrial robots apply the essential forces for the forming op-
eration. A different approach in SPIF is being pursued by
Schäfer [14] with a robot-guided hammer tool driven by a
servo motor and moved by a synchronous belt and eccentric.
The required process forces are applied by the hammer tool,
which acts as a robot end-effector linear to the external robot
axis. He recommends using industrial robots with a large
mass, high stiffness, and high degree of damping to keep
vibration amplitudes low and process accuracy as high as
possible. Furthermore, it is recommended to set the impact
frequency of the hammer tool to be realized far above the first
natural frequency of the industrial robot used, so that reso-
nance and coupler vibrations are avoided.

While incremental forming of thin metal sheets is highly
investigated, incremental freeform surface structuring creating
interlocking structures is not examined. However, laser and
welding-based structures, as presented in section 2.1, are al-
ready being applied using industrial robots. In order to achieve
bonding strengths exceeding this, the robot-based application
of interlocking structures is required.

2.3 Chip and dust extraction

For the iterative construction of components by combining
additive with machining processes, it is of great importance
to remove chips from the workpiece surface and surrounding
dust from the air. For this purpose, it is necessary to collect
chips and dust close to the cutting zone with a high chip
collection rate in combination with an energy-saving extrac-
tion system. The systems used for this purpose must be able to
remove the chips without restricting the machining process,
especially when machining with industrial robots. The high
operating costs of common extraction systems havemotivated
research work for a more efficient chip collection [15–18].

In general, a distinction is made between direct extraction
at the tool and room extraction in the machine. The room

extraction system is characterized by high air volumes at
low pressure differences and is used to capture floating dust
particles.When the chips are ejected from the tool, they have a
high kinetic energy. Investigations to optimize chip collection
in woodworking machines have shown that increasing the
extraction speed is not suitable for generating an effective chip
collection rate [19]. An effective chip collection is therefore
only possible with direct extraction, which requires the
smallest possible distance from the tool. The small distance
to the chip formation is accompanied by restrictions regarding
the geometric complexity of the components. One approach to
effective low-energy chip collection is to use the kinetic ener-
gy of the chips. For this purpose, the extraction nozzle must be
positioned in the direction of chip flow [20]. Gebhard [17]
provided an approach for a solution. Here, the suction orifice
is aligned during the milling process by the rotary axis accord-
ing to the particle flow by using sensors and a CCD camera.
However, this solution reaches its limits when machining
bores or pockets and when using different tool lengths.
Another approach consists of the extraction of chips through
the tool. In the projects ASPIRATE [21] and SEPMAC [22],
special tools with internal extraction were designed and
manufactured. This made it possible to reliably extract small,
lightweight chips of carbon fiber-reinforced plastics (CFRP)
as well as glass fiber-reinforced plastics (GFRP). However,
the extraction of metal chips is not possible with these tools.
Up to the present day, there is a lack of new approaches that
pursue adaptive, self-adapting suction or a reduction in the
required suction energy.

2.4 Summary

As can be seen, the challenges described in Fig. 1 are currently
being addressed with various solutions. However, most of the
technologies presented here for increasing the bonding
strength of metal-plastic composites cannot be transferred to
the modular manufacturing process chain due to limited bond-
ing strength, slow processes, or a lack of ability to transfer
them to complex 3D geometries. Considering the existing
technologies for robot-based metal sheet processing, there is
a great potential in the adaptation of such technologies for
surface structuring. Nevertheless, none of these technologies
presently addresses mechanically applied free-form surface
structuring. As mentioned before, adaptive or self-adapting
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Fig. 2 Schematic illustration of bonding technologies for metal-plastic composites: (a) interlocking structures; (b) pin structures; (c) laser structures; (d)
adhesive bonding
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suction hoods for chip and dust extraction of metal and plastic
combinations still need to be addressed to integrate a subtrac-
tive manufacturing step in the modular process chain.

3 Technical innovations in robot-based
structuring and adaptive chip extraction

Since there is still a lack of technologies in robot-based me-
chanically applied surface structures and adaptive chip extrac-
tion for metal-plastic composites, in the following sections,
technical innovations and concepts will be described.
Thereby, a surface structuring end-effector and an adaptive
chip extraction hood for an in-process chip removal will be
presented.

3.1 Surface structuring end-effector

As shown in section 2.1, there are different solutions for in-
creasing the bonding strengths while manufacturing multi-
material composites based on metal and plastic. With the
aim of integrating a highly efficient process with maximum
flexibility and high bonding strength into the process chain
described in chapter 1, an end-effector for the insertion of
interlocking structures was developed. Thereby, the concept
is based on SPIF and the results of the robot supported ham-
mering tool. In order to find a concept for the end-effector, a
performance evaluation of two passive force-based mecha-
nisms (pneumatic system with spring and electromechanical
system with eccentric discs and spring) has been carried out.
The results have shown advantages for the electromechanical
system with eccentric discs and a spring due to a simplified
control and no need of valves or hose systems that have to be
provided directly on the end-effector or its periphery.

In Fig. 3, a schematic illustration and a CAD model of the
end-effector are shown. The kinematics of the structure gen-
eration consists of a punch and impact process. The required
kinetic energy is introduced by an electric servomotor. This
causes two eccentric discs to rotate in order to pre-tension the

tool carrier to enclose the compression spring module. After
the peak of the eccentric disc is reached, the compression
spring accelerates the tool carrier up to the point where the
structuring tool hits the workpiece surface.

Since it is important to reduce vibrations and impact forces
into the robot structure [14], there is no closed connection
between the tool carrier and the robot. Here, the compression
springmodule takes over the task of both tool acceleration and
shock absorption. The end-effector shown in Fig. 3 measures
570 mm in length, 180 mm in height, and 220 mm in width
with a total weight of about 15 kg. By having a small light-
weight end-effector, mass inertia problems during the struc-
turing process will be reduced (section 4.2). Based on prelim-
inary investigations, a structuring frequency of 60 Hz is fea-
sible for the end-effector. However, there is a risk of vibration
excitation of the robot structure.

The structuring process is described as a linear punch and
impact process at a specified angle. Hence, a continuous struc-
turing process with constant speed along a given path is not
possible. As a result of the continuous movement, lateral loads
on the structuring tool would lead to deformation or even
destruction of the interlocking structures.

3.2 Chip removal

Since the required surface qualities cannot be achieved by
printing alone yet, the components must be reworked by ma-
chining. The resulting metal and plastic chips have to be re-
moved for the following processes. In order to support the
room extraction in the manufacturing cell, some concepts for
direct extraction have been developed. After determining the
necessary requirements (maximum size, weight, actuator sys-
tem, etc.), several solutions were designed and evaluated. Due
to the problems mentioned in section 2.3, which arise when a
hose is carried alongside of the robot, an extraction hood was
selected as the best solution (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4 Adaptive dust and chip extraction hoodFig. 3 End-effector for robot-based surface structuring
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The extraction hood enables an in-process chip removal. It
is mounted between the work spindle and the robot flange
with an adapter plate and completely encloses the work spin-
dle by an adapter ring. The suction hood is connected to the
adapter by a closing mechanism and can be locked and
unlocked by a socket pin, allowing the machining to be carried
out without the extraction hood as well. The extraction hood
itself consists of a flexible gaiter and a rigid ring element
whereby the area around the tool is reduced and the chips
are extracted close to the cutting zone.

The operating principle is based on the baffle plate princi-
ple. Thereby, the kinetic energy of the chips is reduced by the
ring element. This enables an energy-efficient chip extraction
close to the tool. Three socket adapters carry out the chip
extraction. A suction hose is attached to each of the socket
adapters, which are subsequently connected to a central tube.
A brush ring is fixed in a groove at the bottom of the ring,
which allows the extraction hood to fit flexibly on the com-
ponent, as the brushes can deform and adapt to the structure of
the component. Moreover, it allows air to enter the system
during the extraction process and prevents the hood from be-
ing sucked onto the component surface. The suction hood can
be moved by hydraulic cylinders, which are controlled by the
robot software. Thus, the hood can be raised and lowered as
well as tilted up to 30° so that the hood can be adapted to the
freeform surfaces to be machined. By lifting and lowering the
suction hood, a tool change is ensured.

4 Experimental investigations

As a result of the challenges described in chapter 2, experi-
ments were performed to implement the process chain.
Thereby, challenges in increasing the interlayer bonding
strength of the extruder-based applied plastic and motion stud-
ies for a future application of the robot-based surface structur-
ing end-effector were considered. To improve the interlayer
strength, various bonding techniques were investigated. Both
the creation of interlocking structures between the plastic
layers and the enlargement of the bonding surface to increase
the adhesive strength are considered. As described in section

3.1, the structuring process cannot be performed continuously
due to a deformation or destruction of the interlocking struc-
ture produced. By quickly accelerating and decelerating be-
tween two or more points, vibrations are introduced in the
robot structure, possibly resulting in a failure of the robot or
in high process deviations. Hence, different experiments on
the process design of the surface structuring were carried out.

4.1 Interlayer bonding strength in additive material
application

Three different approaches to improve the interlayer strength
were investigated (Fig. 5). On the one hand, the surface area
between the layers was increased; on the other hand,
interlocking structures were created to connect two layers me-
chanically. For increasing the surface area of the plastic layer,
a serrated wheel is used. By processing the last applied layer
by the wheel, little sinks are created that can be filled by the
next layer. For interlocking several layers, a needle wheel is
used. By puncturing several layers with the needle wheel,
materials from higher layers are pushed into lower ones cre-
ating a mechanical connection.

The two approaches did not result in a higher interlayer
strength. By modifying the layers with the needle wheel and
the serrated wheel, additional notches are introduced lowering
the bonding area and therefore the bonding strength of the
material used from 37.2 ± 1.2 to 30.4 ± 2.9 MPa for the
serrated and to 28.7 ± 1.7 MPa for the needle wheel. By
compressing the modified layers with a roller, a slight

Fig. 5 Tools used for improving interlayer strength. (a) Serrated wheel for enlarged surface. (b) Needle wheel for interlocking structure.
(c) Roller for compressed layers
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improvement compared to the needle wheel can be achieved.
The resulting different interlayer strengths are shown in Fig. 6.

Further investigation showed notches and air pockets on
the breaking edge, which led to the observed reduction in
the tensile strength. On the one hand, the notches and pockets
can be caused by water residues in the used material, although
it was dried for several hours. On the other hand, the use of the
serrated wheel or the needle wheel resulted in structures that
could not be filled by material of the next layers, which led to
the observed defects (Fig. 7).

Therefore, mechanically induced modification by punctur-
ing or deforming layers already printed is no longer performed
due to no significant improvement of the bonding strength.
The process parameters (e.g.. the printing temperature, layer
temperature, cooling rate of the printed material) as shown in
the previous paper [1] seem to have a higher potential to im-
prove the cohesion between the layers. To reach the maximum
load of 44 MPa, further approaches regarding the process
parameters and the printing process itself need to be
investigated.

4.2 Process design of surface structuring

In order to realize a robot-guided surface structuring process,
different point to point movements with a KUKA KR 60 HA
and a mass dummy end-effector of about 20 kg have been
carried out. For measuring the positioning accuracy, a laser
tracking system was used.

In Table 1, the experimental data for the point to point
movements are given.

However, Fig. 8 shows a position accuracy of ± 0.1 mm
due to the effects of mass inertia.

It was also found that even after reaching a critical velocity,
the amplitudes of the induced vibration remain almost un-
changed, as can be seen in Fig. 9.

Considering that the time of the structuring process is about
1 s, the damping time of 1.5 s has to be added to the robot path
planning. In order to achieve a significant reduction of mass
inertia vibrations, a velocity less than 0.01 m/s and a stop time
of 2 s have to be used.

In Fig. 10, the results for that vibration behavior are given.
Due to the end-effector presented in section 3.1 (mass of 15
kg), less mass inertia vibration will occur. However, further
investigations in path planning and vibration transmission
have to be done.

5 Conclusion and outlook

This paper presents the current challenges for a combined
robot-based manufacturing process and the machining of
multi-material parts based on metal and plastic. At first, the
related works for robot-guided surface structuring, chip ex-
traction, and milling of multi-material parts are discussed.
Components of a manufacturing cell for the production of
metal-plastic parts, like an end-effector for a robot-based
freeform surface structuring process and an in-process chip

Fig. 7 Cavities caused by the needle wheel and serrated wheel between
the plastic layers

Table 1 Experimental data for point to point movements

No. Distance in mm tstop in s v in m/s

1 6; 18; 30 1 0.1

2 6; 18; 30 1 2.0

3 6; 18; 30 2 0.1

4 6; 18; 30 0 0.1

The used robot has a position repeatability of ± 0.05mm byworking with
nominal load capacity of 60 kg
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Fig. 8 Vibration behavior of robot-guided end-effector for point to point
distance of 6 mm
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extraction system, are presented. In order to investigate two of
the main challenges, experiments were carried out on the in-
terlayer strength of the plastic part. The use of interlocking
effects has shown no increase in interlayer strength.

Furthermore, first motion studies for the surface structuring
process were investigated using a mass dummy. Here, a need
of stopping time was shown due to the effect of vibrations
caused by mass inertia.

To show the whole manufacturing process on a demonstra-
tion part, further experiments have to be performed with the
end-effector and extraction hood. For the structuring process,
reaction forces have to be analyzed, a proper path planning
algorithm for free-form surfaces has to be determined, and
experiments with different compression spring loads for spe-
cific surface materials have to be carried out. The in-process
chip extraction system needs to be tested regarding collision
avoidance strategies and usability. In subsequent steps, the
technical performance of the system will be experimentally
tested with regard to the achievable chip collection rate and
energy efficiency.
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